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Summary

The advent of the Internet of Things (IoT) has radically changed the way in which
computations and communications are carried out. People are just becoming another
component of IoT environments and, in turn, IoT environments are becoming a mix-
ture of platforms, software, services, things, and people. The price we pay for such
dynamic and powerful environment is an intrinsic uncertainty and low trustwor-
thiness due to its opaque perimeter, the multitude of different data sources with
unknown providers, and uncertain responsibilities. Trustworthiness of observables
collected by smart devices (from minuscle sensors to bigger machines) is fundamen-
tal to build a chain of trust on a decision process taken according to these observables.
Some assurance solutions evaluate the quality of collected data, though they are diffi-
cult to apply in IoT environments for performance and cost reasons. In this paper, we
take a different approach and put forward the idea that, in many cases, the behavior of
people owning smart devices can contribute to the evaluation of the trustworthiness
of collected data and, in turn, of the whole decision process. We therefore define an
assurance methodology based on data analytics evaluating the compliance of peo-
ple to behavioral policies. The more people behavior is compliant, the higher the
trustworthiness of data collected through their smart devices.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The success of the Internet of Things (IoT) is increasingly pushing towards the development of Cyber-Physical Systems (CPSs)
that go beyond traditional IT boundaries, combining physical and digital environments in a single one. Today systems have
an opaque perimeter, where a mixture of platforms, software, services, things, and people collaborate in an opportunistic way.
Computations are then moving from the center (e.g., cloud) to the periphery, supporting analytics and knowledge extraction
partially executed at the edge of the network, near the physical environment and sensors where data are collected. In this scenario,
people carry/manage a plethora of smart devices (often integrated in their smartphones or in their homes) sensing the surrounding
environment and communicating with edge nodes without even noticing. Like for the Web 2.0 revolution when user-generated
content entered the loop, people are not only passive consumers of pervasive services; they rather become (often unintentional)
service providers that distribute user-collected data. The exponential growth of smart devices (200billions of connected objects
with a mean of 26 objects for every human predicted by 20201) and connected people (2.87billion users carrying a smartphone
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by 20202), coupled with pervasive mobility and the proliferation of IoT applications, make the trustworthiness of collected data
the most important requirement to the success of these applications. Data trustworthiness is mandatory to build a chain of trust
on a decision process taken according to IoT data and edge computations. This is very similar to the Web 2.0 scenario, where
the plague of fake news and fake data substantially decreased the quality of decision processes, such as, for instance, in case of
Twitter bots able to support or defame a specific product with high rates of success3,4.
Traditional solutions to data validation mostly focused on assurance or reputation techniques. On one side, the system gener-

ating data undergoes an assurance process based on testing or monitoring5; on the other side, the reputation of the entity owning
the system is evaluated. Both approaches are however not viable in complex cyber-physical scenarios based on smart devices for
different reasons: i) devices are usually resource constrained and cannot therefore be the target of extensive testing/monitoring;
ii) IoT systems have fuzzy perimeters that are difficult to evaluate using traditional assurance techniques; iii) devices are often
owned by unknown users, whose reputation cannot be easily evaluated; iv) people are often unintentional data providers, differ-
ently from Human-Provided Services6,7 where users consciously distribute services. Other approaches have provided solutions
based on behavioral analysis, aimed to understand and differentiate human behaviors8,9,10.
In this paper, we aim to fill in the above gaps by providing a new human-centric approach, where the behavior of people

carrying/managing smart devices is an indicator of the trustworthiness of the generated data and corresponding devices. We
define an assurance methodology based on data analytics that selects trustworthy devices according to the behavior of involved
people. First, a technology-independent assurance policy template specifies requirements on correct human behaviors and data
collection processes. Second, the assurance policy template is translated in a technology-dependent assurance policy instance
specifying corresponding activities for human-behavioral modeling and data collection. Finally, trustworthy smart devices (and
corresponding data) are selected according to a specific evaluation function and used to build a chain of trust underpinning a
specific decision/inference.
The contribution of this paper is twofold: i) it clarifies the role of human behavior in guaranteeing the trustworthiness of IoT

environments; ii) it defines an assurance methodology based on policies to evaluate the compliance of human behavior and, in
turn, the trustworthiness of collected data and corresponding smart devices.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an overview of the proposed methodology and appli-

cation scenario. Section 3 defines the assurance policy at the core of our methodology and describes its evaluation process.
Section 4 defines the composite assurance policy for modeling complex scenarios and its evaluation process. Section 5 introduces
the concept of policy portability. Section 6 presents our experimental evaluation in a real-world scenario involving smartphone
traces of people moving in Chinese malls controlled by Huko† pervasive location system. Section 7 presents the related work
and Section 8 gives our concluding remarks.

2 APPLICATION SCENARIO AND ASSURANCE METHODOLOGY

Our reference model is a cyber-physical system where smart devices sense the surrounding environment and collect data at the
basis of a specific application execution or decision process. Collected data can be pre-computed and aggregated at the edge
of the system (e.g., for privacy reasons), and then forwarded to the center for the final analysis. The participating entities are:
i) people carrying or managing smart devices; ii) smart devices collecting data supporting the execution of a specific application
or process; iii) edge nodes pre-analyzing (e.g., anonymizing) data collected by smart devices; iv) core computing infrastructure
deploying the process/application that use data computed by edge nodes; it is connected to the periphery through the edge
network. Our goal is to implement an assurance process that evaluates the trustworthiness of the collected data in relation with
the implemented process/application.

2.1 Application Scenario
Our application scenario considers the problem of increasing the selling effectiveness of stores in a ShoppingMall, by measuring
the quality of relationships between the mall and shops. This can be calculated by Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), like
foot traffic counts, proximity traffic, capture rate, which are computed by tracking customers’ movements within the mall (e.g.,
where and for how long customers stay in the mall/specific shops). To this aim, we assume that the subset of customers carrying

†Huko is a TM of NextDev srl, an italian software company providing solutions for IoT based-applications.
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a mobile device with WiFi activated is a good representative of all customers visiting the mall and consider a set of ad hoc
WiFi access points deployed on the field. Access points sense the presence of a mobile device and transfer the observed device
Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI), along with its MAC address, to a central point of computation. RSSI is then used to
locate the mobile device and its proximity (near to the entrance or inside) to a specific shop in the mall. We note that customers
are unaware that they are tracked for computing KPIs of interest for the mall. Privacy issues introduced by customer tracking,
even if strongly relevant, is not considered in this application scenario and will be treated in our future work. We note, however,
that an anonymization process might be executed at the edge to protect users’ privacy before data are transferred to the central
point of computation.

Example 2.1. Let us consider the RSSI received by a mobile device of a person in the shopping mall application scenario. RSSI
is affected by obstacles between the emitting and the receiving antennas. Human behavior can be considered as an obstacle and
has an impact on the sensor signal, that is, RSSI varies if the mobile device is in the pocket, bag or hands of a person. For
instance, when the mobile device is in the pocket, it might appear far from the source antenna, while it is very near. The level
of impact depends on the scope of the computation, from no impact when RSSI is just used to count connected devices to high
impact when RSSI is used to position the device.

2.2 Assurance Methodology
Traditional assurance solutions do not consider human behavior in the evaluation of data trustworthiness and, in turn, of the
validity of the corresponding processes/applications. They rather implement a verification process where either the system or
devices generating data are tested/monitored5,11,12, or the reputation of the entity owning the system or devices is evaluated. Both
these approaches are however not viable in complex IT scenarios based on a multitude of smart devices for different reasons,
which can be summarized as follows.

• Technological challenge: current systems are composed of a huge amount of heterogeneous and dynamic smart devices.
Such devices are usually resource constrained, suffer from battery limitations, are often owned by unknown users, and need
to adapt to a surrounding environment that is continuously changing. Assurance evaluation must depart from traditional
solutions testing and monitoring each object with an IP address for technical reasons. On one side, smart devices cannot
undergo complex verification process that would impair their functionalities; on the other side, the assurance infrastructure
falls short of managing heterogeneous devices, each with specific requirements and peculiarities.

• Geographical challenge: current systems have fuzzy perimeters and unknown topologies that suggest the need of rethink-
ing traditional assurance techniques. They can involve nomadic actors whose position is continuously changing, as well
as a dynamic environment evolving over time. This environment makes assurance evaluation harder than before, and
impedes the assurance evaluation of the whole system and its machines.

• Societal challenge: lack of consciousness is one the main problems affecting current systems. Differently from Human-
Provided Services6,7 where users consciously provide services, people are increasingly becoming unintentional data/ser-
vice providers. As a consequence, they do not always follow those good practices that are mandatory for the correct
execution of a given service. In this scenario involving thousands of small objects, reputation cannot be easily evaluated
as well, because data providers are often unknown.

• Legal challenge: data management comes with legal issues that need to be properly addressed. It must cope with scenarios
where ownerships and responsibilities are blurred. In fact, differently from traditional ITwhere perimeters and responsibil-
ities are clear, cyber-physical systems involve smart devices often found in private households and public places, operated
by unknown people. Proper data management is difficult to achieve and it is unlikely that owners have the knowledge,
resources, and motivation for supporting it.

To address the above challenges, we propose a novel methodology (depicted in Figure 1) that puts people behavior (e.g.,
mobility, configuration) at the core of an assurance evaluation process having the following peculiarities

• Lightweight: it reduces the need to test/monitor a device and provides a complete assurance evaluation based on global
data collected by CPS. [Technological Challenge]
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FIGURE 1 An abstract view of our methodology.

• Model-driven: it models the relation between application goals changing over time and assurance objectives, to support
fast adaptation to new goals, on one side, and to new devices and collection mechanisms, on the other side. [Technical
Challenge]

• Incremental: it copes with partial and non-uniform data flows coming at different rates, to produce or evaluate incremental
models. [Geographical, Societal Challenges]

• Policy-driven: it captures relations between devices and computational objectives using a policy-based approach.
[Societal, Legal Challenges]

• Data-oriented: it implements a Big data computation to evaluate the behavior of a cyber-physical system. [Technical,
Geographical, Societal, Legal Challenges]

We put forward the idea that having a trustworthy indicator of the human behavior permits to improve the reliability of the
cyber-physical system (shopping mall in our scenario) in relation to a specific goal or computation. We then depart from a
scenario where people are sources of information, that is, generate data based on their own computation capabilities6,7. We rather
consider people as another type of smart devices whose “configuration and behavior” impact on the working of surrounding
devices.‡ Figure 1 shows a CPS scenario where people own devices and are immersed into a pervasive CPS. Such system
generates application-specific data flows used for the scope of the computation (e.g., a KPI-based metric computation), as well
as assurance-specific data flows are not related to the application and can be used for behavioral assurance. Each person in
the CPS under evaluation shows a behavior that may impact application-specific data flows and thus indirectly impacts on the
computation, possibly injecting untrusted application-specific data flows. This behavior drives the trust assurance evaluation
process, which collects specific behavioral data from the CPS or uses application-specific data flows to compute the level of
trustworthiness of a given person owning specific devices.

3 TRUST ASSURANCE EVALUATION

Our methodology evaluates the trustworthiness of smart devices and their data by means of a trust assurance evaluation of the
human behavior. It implements a trust assurance evaluation process that specifies the steps to follow to retrieve evidence of the

‡Similar to the concept of service container in Web Services, where the behavior of the container impacts the contained services.
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people behavior and the function to map this behavior to trust values. It defines requirements on both physical behavior (e.g.,
mobility) and digital behavior (e.g., device configuration), impacting the smart device trustworthiness in a tangible way. More
in details our process is composed of three steps discussed in the following of this section. The first step consists of the definition
of an assurance policy template (Section 3.1), which models, at an abstract level, all activities to be done for the evaluation of
data and smart device trustworthiness, namely: i) how to collect evidence from the CPS, ii) how to use collected evidence to
generate a behavioral model targeting the human behavior of interest, and iii) how to use these behaviors to label each device
with a trust value. The second step employs a semi-automatic process that translates the assurance policy template in a ready-to-
be-executed assurance policy instance (Section 3.2), where i) the feature collection process and the behavioral model are fully
specified and ii) the evaluation function for trust value labeling is specified. The third step puts together all artifacts in the policy
instance to evaluate human behavior and, in turn, the trustworthiness of corresponding devices and collected data (Section 3.3).

3.1 Assurance Policy Template
Assurance policy template  t defines an abstract specification of the evaluation process that represents the basis for verifying
the user behavior according to predefined requirements. It is formally defined as follows.

Definition 1 (Assurance Policy Template  t). An assurance policy template  t models a technology-independent process as a
triple <, ,> supporting the assurance evaluation of human behaviors, where

•  specifies a technology-independent Big Data computation used to generate the behavioral modelB for the CPS under
evaluation based on a set of features f and on a set of humans behaviors b = [b1⋯ bn] of interest.

•  describes the feature collection model according to the CPS under evaluation and features f in .

•  defines a technology-independent Big Data computation that specifies how to annotate a smart device with a behavior
bi according to behavioral modelB in .

More in detail,  composes abstract services in a Big Data computation to produce the behavioral modelB of interest. The
owner of the whole process can define its own configurations, including specific features of interest to be ingested in the Big Data
process, the expected behaviors, and the like. We note that the definition of the Big Data computation in  requires a substantial
amount of data science skills and can become a problem for many users. Approaches such as the one in13 providing a Model-
based Big Data Analytics-as-a-Service (MBDAaaS) methodology, where users specify declarative requirements and smarter
engine are employed to semi-automatically carry out the computation according to the specified requirements, can support users
in this activity. Following MBDAaaS methodology13, we formally define  as follows.

Definition 2 (). Big Data computation  is implemented as a technology-independent composite process, where abstract
component services are composed to model a specific Big Data pipeline, including common services for data preparation,
analytics, and processing. It can also specify service configurations and features f of interest, as well as the target human
behaviors b.

We note that the definition of  is outside of the scope of this paper. Rather, we assume  to be given, reliable (i.e., it fits our
purpose), and complete (i.e., all configurations, including features f and behaviors b, are known in advance and not discovered
during the execution of the computation in ). We also note that, as presented in the experiments in Section 6,  can be also
generalized to include traditional data mining processes.
The feature collection model  then defines the feature collection process as a set of activities to be executed on a (class of)

target system. It specifies how to collect evidence from smart devices and how to aggregate it in features, according to the CPS
under evaluation and the features f specified in , as formally defined below.

Definition 3 ( ). A feature collection model  is a pair <Φ,(Φ)> where Φ describes the set of sequential flows of action �i
undertaking the collection of relevant evidence e and(Φ) aggregates evidence e in features f. Each flow is composed of a set
of activities �i=<t,a>, where target t is either a function, procedure or data set, and a is the action to be executed on t to collect
a specific e.

We note that features f can be retrieved as an aggregation of data and observable on smart devices (i.e., both application-
specific and assurance-specific data flows in Figure 1). We also note that a feature collection model can specify complex flows
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FIGURE 2 Policy template  t.

of action, for instance, requiring to access a system and inspect a configuration, to sniff traffic in specific locations, or to execute
pre-processing at the edge of the network to produce the requested evidence.
Finally,  specifies how to annotate a smart device sdj with a behavior bi, by executing the behavioral modelB according

to features f as follows.

Definition 4 (). Big Data computation  implements an evaluation process that takes as input the behavioral model B in
 and the feature collection model  , and returns as output a set of pairs (sdj ,bi) where sdj refers to a smart device and bi to a
behavior in. To this aim, the evaluation function first retrieves features f, then associates them to smart devices sd, and finally
infers a behavior b according to the behavioral modelB in .

We note that  annotates each smart device with a specific behavior, which will be used for evaluating its trustworthiness
and the trustworthiness of its data, and can be also modeled as a traditional data mining process. Figure2 shows the template
structure in a nutshell.

Example 3.1 (Assurance Policy Template  t). Let us consider Example 2.1, with the scope of precisely positioning devices
within the mall using RSSI. Let us consider an assurance policy template  t=<, ,> that aims to verify the trustworthiness
of the device for a given time window based on the human behavior. For simplicity, the assurance evaluation process uses the
application-specific data flow only, meaning that there are no additional sources of information (assurance-specific data flow)
that can be used to infer the behavior of interest. MAC addresses, RSSI, and AP SSID are collected using the specifications in
 and filtered and aggregated as features f according to . Two human behaviors b1 and b2 are considered, namely, Line Of
Sight (LOS) modeling correct behavior and No Line Of Sight (NLOS) modeling wrong behavior, respectively. The evaluation
function  associates a behavior with each device for a given time window, according to a behavioral modelB produced using
the mean and variance of RSSI for each pair (MAC address,AP SSID).

3.2 Assurance Policy Instance
An assurance policy template  t is instantiated in an assurance policy instance  i according to the specific scenario and system.
Each policy instance is specified according to the technology available on the target system and contains i) the instances of the
Big Data computation  and the collection model  in the template instrumented with real CPS endpoints, and ii) the instance
of the Big Data computation  enriched with an evaluation function that is used to annotate each behavior bi inB with a trust
value. We introduce an instantiation function

I
→ that produces  i as specialization of a given  t as follows.

Definition 5 (
I
→). Let  t=⟨, ,⟩ be an assurance policy template. An instantiation

I
→ is a transformation that takes  t as

input and produces  i=⟨+,+,+⟩ as output where:

• 
I
→+, where the technology-independent Big Data computation described in  is compiled in a technology-dependent

version + ready to be executed on the target platform. + can be implemented using any language (e.g., Oozie) or
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FIGURE 3 Policy instance  i.

platform (e.g., Apache spark) and specifies all configurations, end-points, features f, human behaviors b, training data
set, analytics and processing modes (e.g., the adopted classification model).

• 
I
→+, where the aggregation function(Φ) is implemented and the feature collection model is instrumented with real

configurations, end-points, and activities. In particular, for each �i=<t,a>, target t is instantiated with the real function,
procedure, or data set acting as a source of evidence, a is connected to the target to retrieve the evidence at the basis of
feature generation.

• 
I
→+, where the Big Data computation  is instantiated in + similarly to 

I
→+. + is also enriched with a vector

of trust values vi, one for each behavior bi, and an evaluation function � that assigns a label �(bsdj ) to each smart device
sdj . �(bsdj ) corresponds to the trust value v modeling the trust of the specific smart device on the basis of the observed
behavior bsdj .

We recall that the correctness of the instantiation of  ( , resp.) in + (+, resp.), as well as the process of configuring and
training the behavioral policy, are out of the scope of this paper. Again, we use the approach in13 to produce a technology-
dependent Big Data computation+ (+, resp.) as a usable instance of the technology-independent Big Data computation ( ,
resp.) configured and trained to address the specific human behaviors (to annotate each behavior with a trust value, resp.). We
note that the trust values in + cannot be associated with the behavioral modelB before the instantiation process, since they
could depend on the specific application scenario, for instance on the statistical reliability of the algorithm used to implement
the behavioral model. Figure 3 shows the instance structure in a nutshell.

Example 3.2 (Assurance Policy Instance  i). Following Example 3.1, the specifications in  , , and  are instantiated with
all configurations needed to interface with the CPS under evaluation in + (e.g., the local server collecting RSSI) and the Big
Data platform in + and +, respectively.  is also enriched with evaluation function � and a vector of two trust values vLOS=1
(trusted) and vNLOS=0 (untrusted) associated with the two behaviors in + mapping LOS and NLOS scenarios, respectively.

3.3 Assurance Policy Evaluation
The assurance policy evaluation is the final step of our methodology and consists of the execution of the assurance policy
instance  i. It produces all artifacts for policy evaluation including the behavioral model B , which is retrieved by executing
+ on the features f collected according to the feature collection model +. The behavioral model and features are then used
to evaluate the human behavior and, in turn, the trustworthiness of corresponding devices and collected data. In particular, the
behavioral model B is first calculated by executing Big Data computation + and data collection model +. Then, the Big
Data computation + is executed as follows: i) each smart device sdj is annotated with a behavior bsdj on the basis of behavioral
model B; ii) the evaluation function � is executed according to Big Data computation +, feature collection model +, and
trust values v in  i. The overall evaluation process returns as output a set of pairs (sdj ,�(bsdj )), where each single device is
annotated with a trust value according to the selected behavior. This annotation is triggered any time data (e.g., batch for a given
time window) are fed into the behavioral model.
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Example 3.3 (Policy evaluation). Following Example 3.2, evaluation function + is executed. Feature collection model +

retrieves raw data on the devices, + calculates the behavior using RSSI variance according to data collected by +, + returns
a set of pairs (MAC address, 1) or (MAC address, 0) for the specific time window depending on the identified behavior. We note
that discarding RSSI from untrusted devices in a given time window will improve the quality and reliability of the localization
showing a positive impact on the computation.

4 POLICY COMPOSITION

The policy template in Section 3.1 cannot model complex scenarios that are proper of CPSs. For instance, there are scenarios
where alternative policies are composed depending on the type of data preparation, parallel policies are composed providing
different types of analytics, or different policies need to be sequentially executed to evaluate trust at different layers. We then
define an algebra of policy composition at the basis of a composite policy template t. We consider three main operators, namely,
sequence→, alternative ∨, parallel ∧. The syntax is defined according to the following BNF-like notation.

t ∶∶= ∅ |  t
|  t → t |  t ∨ t |  t ∧ t

where t represents a policy template, while ∅ is an empty policy template. The above notation shows how a composite policy
template t can be generated by iteratively applying the algebra operators. Our syntax is disambiguated by defining precedence
and associativity rules for each operator. All operators are left associative, and ∨ and ∧ have precedence over→.
The composite policy template t is then instantiated in a composition policy instance i by iteratively applying the instan-

tiation function in Definition 5 as follows. Let us consider t as a tree with maximum depth D, where each node is a policy
template  t. For each depth d=0,…,D-1:

Step 1: all policy templates at depth d are instantiated in policy instances following Definition 5.

Step 2: a connector is added between sequential instances at depth d and instances at depth d+1. The role of the connector is
to aggregate the results retrieved by the execution of the evaluation function of each policy instance at depth d and prepare the
data to be analyzed by policy instances at depth d+1. Three scenarios are possible:

•  i
j→ i

j+1, the connector receives as input the set of pairs (sdk,�(b)) returned by  i
j as output and filters the data set

according to the retrieved trust values �(b);

•  i
1∨…∨

i
n, the connector receives as input the set of pairs (sdk,�j(b)) returned by the relevant policy  i

j∈
i
1,…, i

n as
output and filters the data set according to the retrieved trust values �j(b);

•  i
1∧…∧

i
n, the connector receives as input n sets of pairs (sdk,�j(b)) returned by

i
j , with j=1,…,n, as output, merge them

according to a specific function (e.g., majority voting), and filters the data set according to the merged trust values �(b).

For each of the above scenarios, the filtered data set is finally returned by the connector as output and given as input to the
subsequent node(s) in the composite policy instance i.

Example 4.1 (Composite policy templates t). We present an example of composite policy for each of the three operators as
follows.

1.  t
1→ t

2, where the output of
t
1 is given as input to another assurance process

t
2 that aims to distinguish between different

behaviors. This is fundamental to select only those devices with behaviors that permits to calculate high-quality KPIs. To
this aim, the data retrieved by executing  t

1 are filtered by removing untrusted MAC address and then given as input to
 t
2 distinguishing between different behaviors.

2.  t
1∨

t
2, where the output of either

t
1 or

t
2 is returned as the output of 

t. A composite policy composed of two alternative
policies can be implemented to model scenarios where different data preparation must be implemented to accomplish
privacy regulations. For instance, different anonymization techniques (e.g., General Data Privacy Regulation – GDPR in
Europe) must be implemented to protect data collected from the smart devices of the users depending on the country in
which the mall is built.
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3.  t
1∧

t
2, where the output of 

t
1 and 

t
2 are merged in a single result. A composite policy composed of two parallel policies

can be implemented to model scenarios where different data analytics are implemented to achieve better results. For
instance, different types of analytics (e.g., SVM, k-means) are employed and their trust result averaged to obtain the final
trust evaluation.

5 DISCUSSION ON PRACTICAL APPLICABILITY

The practical applicability of our approach passes through the definition of a solution that can be seamlessly deployed in different
environments with small changes to the trust assurance evaluation process. To this aim, our process supports high portability
and reuse of the methodology, thanks to the generality of the policy template that can be instantiated in many different policy
instances according to the considered CPS scenarios. The policy template is in fact technology- and domain-independent; it
just models activities and procedures to be executed at an abstract level, while it does not specify how to implement them. The
same template can therefore drive a range of different scenarios, whose peculiarities will be addressed during the instantiation
process. The latter instantiates the template on the specific scenario and technology, producing a policy instance that is ready to
be executed. Any changes of scenario/technology just impact the instantiation process but not the template, requiring to modify
the way in which models are trained or data are collected. Policy evaluation step implements a continuous process that adapts
to the evolution of the scenario and models captured by the policy instance.
A step further in this direction is represented by policy composition, where the portability of the policy template is extended to

the composite policy template. The composite policy template, in fact, being technology- and domain-independent, can be ported
to different domains and platforms, and later instantiated to accomplish the peculiarities of the specific scenario. As discussed
in Section 4, the instantiation process independently instantiates each component template and then defines the connector(s)
orchestrating their execution. As already discussed for single policy templates, any changes of scenario/technology just impact
the instantiation process but not the policy template.
There is however a subtlety when policy template portability and policy composition are considered. Both approaches can be

used to model scenarios where alternative deployments fit the requirements of a specific domain. However, alternative policy
compositionmodels scenarios where different computations are carried out on (possibly) the same infrastructure. In this case,
a different policy for each computation is needed specifying it in full details, rather than specifying a complex and unmanage-
able policy instantiation function (Definition 5), which differs case-by-case. Policy portability, instead, models scenarios where
similar computations are carried out on different infrastructures.

Example 5.1. Let us consider our application scenario in Section 2.1 in two configurations as follows.
In the first configuration, we consider two malls (i.e., mall1 and mall2) with two different settings. In mall1, i) APs can

be locally accessed and provide information on MAC address, RSSI, and AP SSID, ii) AP position can be retrieved from the
server. In mall2, APs can be remotely accessed and provide information on MAC address and AP SSID only. Given these two
settings, there is the need of specifying a composite policy template t= t

mall1∨
t
mall2. Policy template  t

mall1 specifies a Big
Data computation 1 using a supervised learning algorithm for classification (e.g., SVM), and a feature collection model 1
locally accessing MAC address, RSSI, AP SSID, and AP position. Policy template  t

mall2 provides a different collection model
2 that performs remote queries on the AP to collectMAC address andAP SSID, and a different computation2 that implements
a less sophisticated algorithm based on the frequency a MAC address appears in a given period of time. The behavior is based
on the observed frequency of unique MAC addresses in a specific period of time; therefore, the instantiated computation +2
is simply based on finding the correct threshold that will be used in the classification process to identify the MAC address of
customers and workers based on the frequency of occurrence, while the instantiated computation +1 does the same job using a
SVM classifier. The instantiated collection model +

2 has an empty aggregation due to the lack of precise AP location, and uses
the set of detected MAC addresses as the only feature, while +

1 has an aggregation of MAC, RSSI, AP SSID, and AP location
providing a richer set of features to localize a devices within the mall.
In the second configuration, we consider the same policy template  t instantiated according to two different infrastructures:

the first based on a distributed Big Data platform, the second based on a monolithic, database management platform. We note
that, in this case, a portable approach is used. The two instantiations just differ for the end point and technical configurations.
The same algorithms are used (distributed as services in the first case, as jar files in the second case), and the same features are
collected. This second example will be described in more details in the experimental evaluation in Section 6.
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6 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

We experimentally evaluated our methodology in a real-world application scenario (Section 6.1) provided by Next Dev s.r.l.
(Huko), a company offering ShoppingMall Analytics services and IoT devices for retails and malls. The goal of our experiments
was to evaluate if and how much our assurance methodology improves on the quality and utility of the KPIs calculated in our
application scenario, as well as the overall performance cost. This evaluation, being independent from the selected behavioral
methodology, was run using a simple yet effective behavioral policy and analytics.

6.1 Experimental Setup
Our experimental environment was a mall located in Chengdu, Cina, fully adopting the Huko’s solution for Shopping Mall
Analytics. The mall hosts 100 shops, each one equipped with a WiFi AP provided by Huko, able to capture mobile device
probing on the WiFi network. APs communicates with the Huko server, continuously sending data (e.g., MAC address and
RSSI) received from the mobile devices visiting the mall. The mall is visited by 130k people each month, 50k of them with Wifi
activated and sensed by the Huko APs generating 25 GB/month of data on average. Huko’s Shopping Mall Analytics engine
computes KPIs on daily basis, meaning that the batch of data processed for KPI calculation is around 900 MB on average.
We considered a behavioral policy based on the idea that the ability of distinguishing different customers’ behaviors makes

the KPI computation more reliable. KPIs were computed on the basis of information of people tracked using AP signals (i.e.,
MAC addresses, RSSI and AP SSID). For simplicity, we considered two behaviors of interest workers and customers. Workers
clearly taint the KPI computations, leading to inaccurate results when considered as customers visiting shops.
Huko’s Shopping Mall Analytics engine was deployed on two different platforms: 1) Database Management Platform using

SQL-based technologies, 2) Big Data platform based on Apache Spark. Since the same approach to behavioral modeling was
used in both platforms, composing JAR files in the database management platform and REST services in Big Data platform, we
designed a policy template  t, to be later compiled in two instances  i

1 and  i
2, respectively. In other words, the two instances

 i
1 and 

i
2 just differ on how the computation is implemented, while they share the same activities and collection model  . The

policy template  t was defined as follows.

• The collection model  is composed of two sequential activities �1 and �2 capturing AP SSID, RSSI and MAC address
of trusted devices and the AP location within the mall, respectively. It then aggregates them, using (�1, �2), into a
structured feature based on a join operation.

• The behavioral policy  defines a big data pipeline that produces the binary model that distinguishes between two behav-
iors, worker (b1) and customer (b2). It receives as input the aggregated data that refers to people movements retrieved by
trusted devices only (see for more details  i

1 in Example 3.3) using the collection model  .

• The evaluation function  evaluates each person’s movements using a prediction pipeline based on the model produced
by . It then associates the corresponding smart device sdj (identified via the MAC address) with the proper behavior
(either worker or customer).

We note that, except for some specific configurations such as evidence to be captured (i.e., MAC address, RSSI, AP, AP
location), features to be used (i.e., aggregation of the evidence) and behaviors of interest (workers and customers), the policy
template is generic and not strictly tailored to our experiments.
The template  t is then instantiated in two policy instances  i

1 and 
i
2. In the following, for conciseness, we only discuss 

i
2.

• The collection model instance + specifies the two flows �1 and �2 with all configurations and endpoints, the first col-
lecting MAC addresses, RSSI, and AP SSID from the local server storing data from all APs, and the second retrieving the
location of a given AP SSID via direct connection to the server over SSH. The aggregation function(�1,�2) implements
a simple join operation on retrieved evidence to build the data set at the basis of the Big Data computation.

• Big Data computation + specifies a training pipeline as follows. Phase data preparation aggregates people movements
into the mall, according to the MAC addresses and a specific training window, to be used as the classification features.
Preparation may include algorithmic-specific data normalization or standard transformation for producing a data flow
suitable for the binary model computation. Phase model computation generates the behavioral model. It ingests specific
(labeled in our case) training data sources for the initial training. The binary classification is instantiated as a SVMclassifier
using Spark mlib. The generated model, retrieved by executing the training pipeline, is stored in HDFS.
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INPUT
AppData: connectors to application-specific data flows
AssData: connectors to assurance-specific data flows
Eo:Set of objective evidence

OUTPUT
F: features data flow

MAIN +

/*Log to AP location server*/
token = login(AssData.server, AssData.server.credentials);
/* retrieve AP locations */
loc = getLocation(token);
while (true) {
/*Log to Edge server*/
token = login(AppData.server, AppData.server.credentials)
/* retrieve evidence */
APEvid = SQLQuery(token, Eo)
/* aggregate evidence */
F = join(APEvid, loc)
write(F)

}

INPUT
Ft: training set of features
Wd : dataset window dimension
Wg: grouping window dimension

OUTPUT
M : behavioral model
Nm: normalization model

MAIN +

/* – Begin Big Data training pipeline – */
/* Data preparation*/
P = preparation(Ft,Wg ,Wd);
/* Data normalization */
[Pn,Nm] = normalization(P , null);
/* Model computation */
M = classification(Pn);

PREDICTION(M , P )
/* SVM classification */
b=SVM.predict(M , P );
return b;

INPUT
M : behavioral model
Nm: normalization model
Ws: dataset window dimension
Wg: grouping window dimension
F: features data flow
V: trustworthy vector
sd: devices

OUTPUT
(sdj ,�(bsdj )): labelled devices

MAIN +
/* – Begin Big Data prediction pipeline – */
/* Data preparation*/
P = preparation(F,Wg , null);
/* Data normalization */
Pn = normalization(P ,Nm);
/* Prediction */
b = prediction(M , Pn);
/* – End Big Data prediction pipeline – */
/* Device labelling */
(sdj ,�(bsdj )) = labeling(sdj ,V ,b)

PREPARATION(F,Wg ,Wd)
/* Preparation query */
if (¬ isnull(Wd))
F = horizontalCut(F,Wd);

P = dataCleaning(F);
Pg = dataAggregation(P ,Wg);
Pg = SVMReshape(Pg);
return Pg

NORMALIZATION(P ,Nm)
/* Normalize each feature in P*/
if isnull(Nm)
Nm= normalizationModel(P );

Pn=SVMNormalization(P ,Nm);
return [Pn,Nm];

CLASSIFICATION(P )
/* SVM classification */
M=SVM.fit(P );
returnM ;

FIGURE 4 An example of pseudocode for  i
2. Note that this pseudocode represents a Big Data pipeline in a generic format. It

is not meant to be expressed with a specific Big Data language paradigm (e.g., Spark DAG).

• Big Data computation + defines a prediction pipeline for behavioral evaluation, where phases preparation and normal-
ization are the same as in +, but work on unlabeled data. The normalized data flow is finally used in phase prediction
where a SVM predictor is used based on the model generated by + and stored in HDFS. + finally associates a trust
value �∈{0, 1}, where 0 corresponds to a worker and 1 to a customer, with device sdj .

Figure 4 shows the pseudocode for the above policy instance  i
2.

The execution of the complete assurance evaluation process is finally orchestrated by the evaluation function + as follows.
The continuous collection process specified in + is executed to collect and aggregate evidence into features. The collection
process is then connected with the prediction pipelines. If behavioral model is empty, the training pipeline in + is executed
on the training set to produce behavioral model B . Once B is available, the prediction pipeline in + is executed. The
training pipeline can continuously update the model, if needed, for instance when a sufficient amount of data (e.g., one month) is
collected. The prediction pipeline exercises the available model, to predict the behavior of each person according to the selected
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window of time (e.g., one day). The evaluation function finally associates a trust value with device sdj according to the retrieved
behavior.

6.2 Performance, Accuracy, and Utility Evaluation
We experimentally evaluated the performance, accuracy, and utility of our approach executing the process instances  i

1 and
 i
2 in the database management platform and Big Data platform, respectively. The database management platform is based on

two Dell Poweredge R430 equipped with 32GB RAM and IntelXeon E5-2650 v4 2.2GHz as computing nodes and a DELL
PowerVault MD3420 Full Flash as a storage node offering 1.9TB Solid State Drive. The entire infrastructure is virtualized on
top of these servers using VMware ESXI tecnology, and installs a SQL Server-based platform executing our methodology. The
Big Data platform is based on a Blade server PowerEdge M630 (VRTX) 2 x 687 Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2620 v4 2.10GHz
192GB of RAM 120GB SSD. The entire infrastructure is virtualized on top of these servers using VMware ESXI tecnology,
and installs an Apache-based Big Data platform based on Spark, executing our methodology.
We evaluated the performance of the Shopping Mall Analytics engine by measuring the computational time requested to

execute the training pipeline based on SVM in  i
2 varying the data collection window (training set) in 2 days, 4 days, 1 week,

2 weeks, 3 weeks, 1 month. This choice was supported by two main reasons: i) the computational time requested for training
pipeline dominates the whole execution time, ii) the training pipeline requires continuous updates to support effective processes
(e.g., to prevent seasoning problems). We considered a strategy triggering a behavioral model update when half of the requested
data are available, for instance, 2 weeks in case of models generated based on 1-month data. Figure 5 shows the performance of
the training pipeline considering two distinct phases, preparation (including normalization) and behavioral model generation.
We note that the behavioral model generation cost is much lower than the preparation cost. This is due to the fact that data must
be condensed into daily journey before being used for the model generation; this requires to analyze the entire data set to find
the occurrences of each MAC address and aggregate them on the basis of AP probing. Millions of records everyday must be
aggregated according to hundreds of devices. We also note that while the computation time for phase preparation increases with
the data set dimension (from a minimum of 15 minutes to a maximum of 140 minutes), the model generation is not increasing at
the same rate (from a minimum of 1 minute to a maximum of 7 minutes). This effect is mainly due to the following reasons. On
one side, the computational time of phase preparation is proportional to the number of records, while the computational time
of phase behavioral model generation is proportional to the number of devices. On the other side, phase data preparation is a
sequential activity based on query and aggregations requiring temporal dumps, while phase behavioral model generation can be
easily parallelized in memory.
We then compared the performance of our approach in database management platform and Big Data platform. To this aim, we

used the same behavioral approach based on SVM in both  i
1 and 

i
2 and varied the data collection window in 1 week, 2 weeks,

and 1 month to have a significant training set size for building the model. Considering  t
1 the overall computation performances

for 1-month strategy is 92 hours compared to 2 hours and 27 minutes of  t
2. Similarly,  t

1 took 45 hours for 2-week strategy and
almost 22 hours for the 1-week strategy, while  t

2 just 1 hour and 5 minutes and 35 minutes, respectively. As expected, the Big
Data platform clearly outperforms the database management one, showing the negligible impact our methodology has on the
overall performance. In both the cases the 1-week strategy showed the best performance.
We then evaluated the accuracy of our approach, which is almost the same with  i

1 and  i
2, since they use the same clas-

sification approach. We therefore evaluated the setting that best balances between performance and accuracy. To this aim, we
considered the 1-month strategy as the ground truth data and computed the accuracy of the other strategies with reference to
it. The 1-week strategy showed an accuracy of 40%, the 2-week strategy an accuracy of 65%. The 2-week strategy showed a
substantial decrease in computational cost (more than 50%) still keeping a good level of accuracy (65% with reference to the
1-month strategy).
We then evaluated the utility of our approach using the 2-week strategy, with a model update every week. We first compared

the quality of the KPIs using the approach without device trustworthiness evaluation and our approach based on assurance policy.
The KPIs that Huko considered for the Chengdu mall at the time of this experimentation were duration of visiting and visitor
frequency aggregated at mall level.§ Even if the granularity of this KPI seems not suitable to obtain substantial advantages from
the behavioral evaluation point of view, we obtained not negligible improvements with our methodology. For example, using
the approach without the behavioral policy, the number of visits with duration greater than 180 minutes was computed as almost

§Other finer-grained KPIs currently available for other malls in EU will be available also for this one in the near future.
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FIGURE 5 Computational cost of  t
n varying the window from 2 days to one month.

13%, while with our methodology it decreased to 11.4%. As another example, using the approach without the behavioral policy,
the 3.5% of visitor showed a frequency of visit greater than 4 times per month, which decreased to 1.5% with our approach.

7 RELATEDWORK

Behavioral analysis has been largely used in the area of machine learning for many purposes, such as Pacheco et al.14 and
Gupta et al.15. To the best of our knowledge, however, it has never been considered as a means to evaluate assurance of data
in a human-centric CPS scenario. Only recently, the scientific community is starting drafting requirements on the importance
of human behavior as an indicator of the trustworthiness of the data that human generates or manipulates16, and in turn of
the trustworthiness of decision processes based on them. This paper provides a first step in this direction by proposing a novel
assurance methodology that selects trustworthy devices according to data on the behavior of device owners retrieved from the
CPS environment.
The problem of evaluating the assurance of a given system, instead, is a time-honored research topic and has been under the

attention of many researchers in recent years, mainly focusing on cybersecurity. Research on security assurance has followed the
whole IT evolution initially providing approaches for software-based (e.g.,17,18) and service-based (e.g.,19,20,21) systems. More
recently, the focus has moved to cloud-based systems, where assurance solutions employ testing and monitoring techniques
to verify the behavior of a cloud-based system5. Di Giulio et al.22 compare cloud assurance/security standards to evaluate
how much they fulfill current threats to cloud assurance. Anisetti et al.23 present a trustworthy test-based certification scheme
for the cloud that supports continuous assessment, certification adaptation, and a chain of trust grounded on the certification
authority requirements, and extend it in11 to support continuous verification of model correctness against real and synthetic
service execution traces to guarantee certification process soundness. Lins et al.24 analyse whether certification can properly
increase the user trustworthiness in using cloud services. Through signal theory, they identify which are the keys that most
influence its effectiveness. Agarkhed et al.25 and Hiremath et al.26 describe a dedicated framework for data storage auditing
in the cloud. Agarkhed et al.25 provide auditing to check the correctness of outsourced data avoiding that information could
be accessed by unauthorized users or hackers in the unsecured cloud network. Kirkman27 proposes a solution to track and
move data securely on the cloud by using smart contract and blockchain technology. Gonzales et al.28 define cloud-trust, a
security assessment model estimating the security level of cloud infrastructure through the analysis of high level security metrics
quantifying the degree of confidentiality and integrity.
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Our approach shares with the above assurance solutions the idea of capturing the evidence for assurance evaluation directly
via testing (application-specific data flow in Figure 1) or indirectly via monitoring (assurance-specific data flow in Figure 1).
It then extend these solutions towards CPS environments and IoT systems with the idea of targeting human behavior instead
of machine behavior, and of providing a generic approach that goes beyond simple security evaluation. Assurance evaluation
of IoT systems (and more in general of CPSs) is still in its infancy. The research community has first worked on providing
security approaches for CPSs29,30, and only in the last couple of years some preliminary assurance approaches emerged31,32,33.
The difficulties in defining new approaches to IoT assurance are due to the fact that the peculiarities of IoT applications make
existing assurance approaches for the cloud unusable. In fact, these approaches usually do not face the challenges in Section 2.1.
More in details, they evaluate a system whose components are less numerous and heterogeneous, are not resource constrained,
do not suffer from battery limitations, and are often under the control of known entities. Also, the system under evaluation
shows a precise perimeter with known topology. Ardagna et al.32 first discussed challenges in the design and development of
assurance techniques for IoT, proposing a conceptual framework and architecture for IoT security assurance evaluation. Sato et
al.33 investigate the problem of trust establishment in IoT and propose an architecture for evaluating “area-wise trust”, where
the trust level considers device identification, monitoring of device behaviors, connection process to devices and connection
protocols.
As stated above, the assurance evaluation of CPSs is complicated the active involvement of people in the execution of a specific

business process. People can in fact use their devices to carry out some activities that are fundamental for the business process.
Two users involvement are possible. On one side, we have Human-Provided Services6,7, where people consciously distribute
services as part of a wider business process. On the other side, as discussed in this paper, we have Human-as-a-Sensor, where
people unconsciously distribute information through their device. The second scenario is standing in today systems, thanks to
the proliferation of devices and the Internet of Things. Existing approaches consider behavioral analysis as a way to classify
users and their activities, in order to improve the quality of service. Few approaches exist in literature and most of them insist
in cybersecurity environment where user behavior is a well recognized impacting factor. Graitzer at al.8 describe a predictive
modeling framework based on a diverse set of data including inferred psychological/motivational factors. This framework is
used to predict malicious insider exploits to trigger attention in a specific information analysis. Evans et al.9 focus on the impact
of human behavior in the area of cybersecurity assurance. The paper describes a list of behaviors of interest and some ideas on
how to evaluate them based on standard qualitative and quantitative assessment methods (HEART). It also shows the advantage
of having a behavior evaluation in cybersecurity. Lee at al.10 consider the user behavior in the framework of an unusuality
detection method based on geographical regularities obtained from a large number of geo-tagged tweets around Japan.
In this paper, we took a different approach and put forward the idea that behavioral analysis can be a means to evaluate the

assurance of a specific device depending on the observed behavior of the user managing it. The idea is that the trustworthiness of
a device, and in turn of the data generated through it, depend on how much the behavior of its user satisfies some requirements.
Being able to annotate data with trust values permits to increase the quality of the processes and applications, which rely on such
data, provided by CPSs. The proposed assurance approach has three main advantages: i) it does not impact on the device lifetime
and resource consumption; ii) it manages heterogeneous devices in a single solution, providing a general-purpose approach
based on human behavior; iii) it models the link between human behavior and device trustworthiness.

8 CONCLUSIONS

The proliferation of IoT devices and the increasing availability of pervasive cyber-physical systems are radically changing the
way in which people interact among them and with the surrounding environment. Today, people is just becoming another
component of CPSs; they carry out tasks (either consciously or not), produce information, and stay connected virtually anywhere
anytime. This scenario, which strongly binds people with technology, puts the safety of people at risk and then introduces
an unprecedented need of guaranteeing a reliable environment. A reliable environment must be grounded on trustworthy data
collection, cannot avoid people involvement, and need to accomplish those challenges introduced by IoT devices, which are
heterogeneous, nomadic, resource constrained. In this paper, we presented a human-centric assurance solution, where the human
behavior is used to identify trusted/untrusted devices and correctly filter out those data that might affect the quality of the overall
CPS process. The behavior of each involved person is predicted according to a Big Data computation and monitored over time.
The proposed approach has been tested in a real Chinese mall showing promising results.
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